From fronting pylons to floating floors...

dramatic Santa Monica Auditorium
is a showplace of modern concrete!

Graceful beauty goes hand in hand with practicality in the new concrete Civic Auditorium at Santa Monica, California.

72-foot concrete pylons are combined with an ornamental grille rising from mezzanine floor to roof. The concrete grillwork was precast at the site. And this dramatic facade will keep its beauty.

Inside, the concrete floor is flat for sports events—and tilts to “full auditorium” position with 2,750 seating for stage shows and concerts. The sidewalls and loft structure of the building are cast-in-place concrete. So is the upper level concourse, while the grand stairways leading to it are of precast concrete.

The auditorium is an impressive example of both excellent design and imaginative uses of concrete in new and exciting forms. And because it’s concrete, upkeep will be outstandingly low...and fire-resistance uniformly high.


PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
250 Park Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
A national organization to improve and extend the uses of concrete
This school presents a resourceful application of Hope's Pressed Steel Window Walls utilizing both single-story and multi-story systems. A special feature of the classroom building is the use of brick coursing rather than the usual metal panels beneath the lines of windows. Frames were designed to receive direct installation of the brick masonry.

Glazed areas consist of Hope's Heavy Intermediate Casements and Projected Sash with large fixed panes set directly in the framing. Openings for doors and ventilating louvers are arranged as needed to meet the requirements of the building.

This project, requiring much detailed layout and engineering experience and erection skill, is an excellent example of Hope's services. The adaptability of Hope's Window Walls affords the architect full freedom in design, yet facilitates rapid and economical installation.

Write for Catalog No. 152

HOPE'S WINDOWS, INC., Jamestown, N.Y.
The finest buildings throughout the world are fitted with Hope's Windows
Another first for Anchor Concrete Products, and an innovation on the Niagara Frontier is the precast construction of Buffalo's Hennepin Park Community House.

Precast Flexicore columns and beams, and roof slabs were used throughout the 17,439 sq. ft. structure. Twenty-four precast concrete columns, 10" x 16" x 9'8" and 13', and 20 precast concrete beams 10" x 16" x 15' were used, along with 9,841 sq. ft. of 6 x 16 and 7,598 sq. ft. of 10 x 16 Flexicore precast, prestressed concrete roof slabs.

The use of prefabricated, mass-produced concrete materials makes it possible to construct a low-maintenance, firesafe building in an extremely short time, and at a cost that is considerably lower than other methods.

Precast structural members are engineered to fit individual design and structural requirements. Their firesafe construction gives lower insurance rates, and speed of erection saves construction time, interest on investment, and permits earlier occupancy.

It is easy to detail and eliminates all structural steel. No bearing walls are needed, permitting 4" interior partitions and 8" exterior walls.

Flexicore's smooth undersurface is left exposed and painted, eliminating the need for plastering. The hollow cores of the Flexicore may be used as electric raceways, and make the cutting of openings for plumbing relatively simple on the job.

Exterior view shows construction under way, with beams and columns, precast at Anchor Concrete Products, Inc. plant in place.


Extends view shows construction under way, with beams and columns, precast at Anchor Concrete Products, Inc. plant in place.

 Plates are set in recesses in ends of beams and attached to cast-in bolts projecting from column. Plates cast into underside of beams are welded to plates cast into top of cutouts in column.

Anchor Concrete Products Inc.
Buffalo 6, N. Y.

American-Marietta Co.
New York 17, New York
Metal curtain wall has matured, and in the wake of its ten year climb to architectural prominence, there has been born a vital new branch of building technology . . . the metal curtain wall fabricator.

Working in liaison with the architect, the fabricator can help him avoid some of the problems that he might encounter in the design and construction of curtain wall.

Even as the architect learns more about the advantages and pitfalls of this exciting new structural system, he is turning increasingly to the fabricator for qualified solutions. He recognizes that the experienced fabricator can help him circumvent problems of air infiltration, water leakage and other malfunctions all too common with the improperly engineered and constructed wall.

More than ever, the architect’s logical safeguard is the reputable fabricator, the metal engineering expert with the insight and the facilities to assume total responsibility for every phase of curtain wall development.

But what is it that you should rightfully expect your metal curtain wall fabricator to do for you to achieve the best job for the least expenditure? The answer to this lies in these yardsticks by which an architect can measure a curtain wall fabricator’s merit:

PRELIMINARY CONSULTATION. Technical advice on the mechanical considerations of curtain wall designs should be made available to the architect at the very outset. Just as you confer with heating engineers or structural engineers, the highly complex aspects of curtain wall design, engineering, fabrication and installation demand the early attention of specialists.

ENGINEERING KNOW-HOW. The ability to preserve the architect’s aesthetic desires, while building structural integrity into his curtain wall system, is expected of the reputable fabricator. Engineering modifications must not dispute design, but must support it completely without making their presence known.

ALLOY SELECTION. Whatever metal your design demands, whether aluminum, bronze or stainless steel, the question of alloy selection arises. Structural requirements and finishing treatments such as mechanical finishes, porcelainizing, anodizing, as well as other special finishes, will respectively demand particular alloy types. The fabricator who is abreast of new developments on the metals scene has current information at his fingertips that can help you select the best and most economical alloy for your use.

DETAIL DRAWINGS. When the architectural design is finalized, the fabricator must submit practical suggestions for realizing the structural requirements of the system. To make the architect’s design function properly, the fabricator should be consulted to analyze problems regarding the best types of material to employ, considerations for expansion and contraction, matters concerning finishes, the factors in sealing and the preferable types of protective coatings. To accomplish this, the fabricator must have engineering, testing and production facilities to support these suggestions and to assist in preparing correctly detailed drawings.

FINISHING INFORMATION. The technical intricacies of the various finishes are in the professional domain of the fabricator. He must be able to put forward feasible solutions to problems of achieving uniformity in panels and exposed curtain wall members.

BUDGETING. Costs must be thoroughly aired before any absolute conclusions can be reached on a proposed curtain wall design. Assisted by the fabricator, the architect can assemble price data to translate his conception into an economically realistic wall. The estimating (l|)artment of the fabricator, therefore, can help the architect develop the best curtain wall system consonant with price.

SPECIFICATIONS. Curtain wall specifications are the crux of a successful end-product. To prevent false interpretations and unwanted deviations from the architect’s design, the curtain wall fabricator can participate to insure the proper development of the wall. The fabricator’s engineering staff should be used to help define the wall in the specifications that are written.

TESTING RECOMMENDATIONS. Are tests necessary, or are they not? If they are, what dynamic or static test procedures inform you with accuracy whether your system will perform as expected? The fabricator should be responsible for advising on
FROM HIS METAL CURTAIN WALL

curtain wall system

"reasonable" tests and when they are applicable to either standard or custom wall systems. He should be able to build adequate mock-ups and conduct exacting tests with suitable equipment and trained technicians.

SHOP DRAWINGS. When the job is awarded, the fabricator chosen must prepare working drawings from the detail drawings available to him. No arbitrary changes can be allowed; it is the fabricator's duty to report to the architect any alterations that he might consider necessary.

FABRICATION. Facilities, technically-trained personnel and qualified supervision must be provided. The fabricator must be equipped to produce in accordance with specifications. Above all, the structural quality of the fabricated product must surpass the minimum test requirements established for it.

JOB COORDINATION. The fabricator must be intimately familiar with his joint responsibilities to the architect, the general contractor and the owner. His work must be correctly coordinated with the construction timetable by maintaining production and delivery schedules.

WORKMANSHIP. Since leakage is the major problem in curtain wall construction, applying sealants is the single most crucial stage of the erection process. While other phases of installation are conducted in a workmanlike manner, anything less than perfection in preparing sealants, in cleaning surfaces for good adhesion and in applying the material properly, can result in premature failure and costly resealing. The fabricator must be well acquainted with the practice and theory of what contemporary sealants can do.

INSTALLATION. The fabricator should be capable of executing all phases of erection with care and thoroughness. Total responsibility over the appearance and performance of the curtain wall can rest with him only if all operations are under his control.

GUARANTEE. The installed system must successfully endure two weathering cycles before the fabricator’s obligations cease. The proper functioning of windows, panels and glass—provided they have been engineered to meet ambient requirements—is his responsibility until then.

EXPERIENCE. For engineering validity, trust to the test of time. The fabricator who points with pride to a lengthy and active career of work with leading architects, has amassed an inventory of experience of immeasurable benefit to you, the architect.

DEPENDABILITY. A productive association with your fabricator can ensue only out of mutual respect and confidence. Look for reliability as a keynote to your relationship. Only the fabricator with past-proven abilities should be accepted for consultation and for fulfillment of your project needs.

FINANCIAL STABILITY. The fiscal health of your fabricator will tell you whether your job is safely entrusted. It will tell you whether your confidence is well placed and whether you can rest secure that the project will be executed perfectly. A structurally sound, firmly established organization has achieved its eminence through satisfactory service ... the kind of service you deserve to receive.

ALBRO has long applied these meaningful criteria to the creative day-by-day working relationships it fosters with the architect, contractor and owner. As a by-product of a thirty-year-plus tradition of dependable service, ALBRO offers the architect the collective know-how of experts who know what metals can do.

The quality of ALBRO's curtain wall, windows and architectural metal work also reflects the firm's dedication to this tradition. Whether fabricating in aluminum, bronze or stainless steel, ALBRO is the byword for engineering precision. By assuming total responsibility for the quality and performance of every product which leaves its plant, ALBRO will vouch for your ultimate satisfaction with every aspect of metal curtain wall design and development.

ALBRO METAL PRODUCTS CORPORATION
944 Longfellow Ave., New York 59, New York

This analysis of the metal curtain wall fabricator's responsibilities to the architect will be reprinted in booklet form. Copies are available on request. ALBRO's technical catalogs on metal curtain wall, windows and architectural metal work are also available ... or see them in Sweet's.

Copyrighted, 1959, Albro Metal Products Corp.
SUPERIOR ALL-COPPER PLUMBING IN THIS SCHOOL
AT LOWER COST TO TAXPAYERS

COPPER SANITARY DRAINAGE LINES roughly-in among structural members at Gower School. This space-saving installation would have been impracticable with heavy, bulky pipe requiring threaded or caulked joints.

COPPER SANITARY DRAINAGE LINES for second floor lavatories at the Gower School. Light weight of copper tube and ease of making solder joints save many dollars on multiple installations like this. Compact assemblies eliminate bulky pipe requiring caulked joints.

Phil Bergeron and Jerry Wehrmeister, plumbing contractors near Chicago, have found that the installation economies with copper tube and solder-joint fittings enable them to offer all-copper plumbing—water supply and sanitary drainage—at a cost lower than competitive bids based on installing ferrous piping. Recent jobs awarded to them as low bidder include the Gower School, the LaGrange Township Junior High School, a church, health center, two restaurants and a store. Anaconda was used for all these jobs. Phil Bergeron says, "We specify Anaconda Copper Tube and Fittings because their consistent fine quality and close tolerances makes our work easier and keeps the job costs within our estimates."

Contractors, builders, and architects the country over are finding that they can provide long-lasting, low-maintenance all-copper plumbing at a cost competitive with ferrous piping. For information on Anaconda Copper Tube and Fittings, write for a copy of Publication C-33. Address: The American Brass Company, Waterbury 20, Conn. In Canada: Anaconda American Brass Ltd., New Toronto, Ont.
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it takes Dur-o-wal to keep them alike!

Two masonry walls: They can be twins in surface charm and solidity. Yet, one can be the better building investment—free of maintenance problems for important extra years. That’s the one built with Dur-o-wal, the original steel masonry wall reinforcement.

A wall reinforced every second course with Standard Weight Dur-o-wal has 71 per cent greater flexural strength than its unreinforced counterpart.

With its trussed design, butt-welded construction, scientifically deformed rods, Dur-o-wal is considered the most practical thing of its kind by builders everywhere. Nationally wanted, Dur-o-wal is nationally distributed. Wherever you build a masonry wall, you can get Dur-o-wal.

DUR-O-WAL®
Masonry Wall Reinforcement and Rapid Control Joints

RIGID BACKBONE OF STEEL FOR EVERY MASONRY WALL

Dur-O-wal Reinforcement, shown above, and Rapid Control Joints, below. Weatherproof neoprene flanges on the latter flex with the joint, simplify the caulking problem.
PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE

Greetings of the new year to all our constituent organizations and members who are contributing to the forward progress of their respective communities and of the architectural profession.

Comprising, as our splendid organization does, one-fourth of all the registered architects in the United States, we are not unmindful of the challenges and responsibilities that confront us as builders of the present and future economic, as well as cultural, pattern of our state and nation.

The architect of today is more than a designer of homes, hotels, factories, shopping centers and public projects, to which he must bring his imagination, creative ability and utilitarian concept of community planning and growth. He must be a doer and a leader, participating in and contributing to the solution of the problems of his village, town, city or state.

It is these doers and leaders who fulfill the function of community progress and development and also enhance the prestige of the profession through their works.

The officers, directors and members of NYSAA are eager, proud and willing to do their part to maintain and advance the high standards of our profession and share the responsibilities they entail.

It is my sincere hope that 1960 will prove a fruitful and successful year to all our constituent members and organizations.

John H. Briggs
President
79,000 sq. ft.
OF SMOOTH, RESILIENT BEAUTY!

The 60,000 sq. ft. Ironbound® Continuous Strip® Hard Maple Floor installed in the new Men's Intramural Sports Building at a large national university brings the school's total Ironbound floor area to approximately 79,000 sq. ft. This includes Ironbound floors in gymnastic areas, squash courts, exercise rooms and handball courts in the new building and the 19,000 sq. ft. installed in 1958 in the school's Women's Gym, shown below.

Ironbound floor in Women's Gym

Have your nearest New York installer explain the many benefits Ironbound offers your clients.

STORM FLOORING COMPANY, INC.
2650 Park Avenue
New York 51, N. Y.
Phone: Mott-Haven 9-2700

YAEGGER FLOOR COMPANY, INC.
P. O. Box 3872, Brighton Station, Rochester 10, N. Y.
Phone: HUbbard 2-0806


Background photo is Ironbound floor in Men's Intramural Sports Building.
Complete ceiling system gives you:

1. Fire protection
2. Sound reduction
3. Air distribution
4. Finished ceiling all at low cost!

1. A Poured Gypsum Roof Deck—one of the most economical noncombustible roofs available.
2. Gold Bond Acoustical formboard gives good sound reduction and insulation.
3. No expensive air diffusers or connections are needed. Air conditioning ductwork, strapped to bar joists, feeds pressurized air direct to the plenum chamber, and through perforated Acoustimetal units, which spread low-velocity air evenly throughout the room. (These four-foot lengths of Acoustimetal need fewer carrying channels.)

With every step a money saver, this ceiling system will fit almost any building budget. For square foot cost in your area, call your Gold Bond® representative, or write Dept. ES-160.

NATIONAL GYPSUM COMPANY, BUFFALO 13, NEW YORK

Gold Bond BUILDING PRODUCTS ... a step ahead of tomorrow
The new Union Carbide Building, now being erected on Park Avenue, New York, is another in a series of outstanding buildings on this boulevard of architectural masterpieces with "Curtain Walls by General Bronze."

Rising majestically 50 stories above Park Avenue, this newest creation of Architects Skidmore, Owings & Merrill features bright finish stainless steel mullions with contrasting spandrels of a special black "Permyron" finish. The spandrels are of rigidized stainless steel sheet, with an asbestos honeycomb insulating core. The 7350 fixed window and spandrel units used in the curtain wall of the building have been engineered, fabricated and erected by General Bronze.

Whether your next building is to feature a grid or panel type curtain wall system—in either aluminum, bronze or stainless steel—General Bronze will be glad to serve you. For detailed information on GB products—curtain wall systems, windows, revolving doors, architectural metal work—give us a call or see our catalogs in Sweet's.
Now under construction, the office building will be connected with the existing County Court House, both of which are in the proximity of the Police Headquarters Bldg. facing West Street. Approximately 500 feet in length, the building was designed to have a brick facade with limestone trim, and in the center section, will be five stories in height, with two four-story wings on either side.

The completed building will contain the offices of the Nassau County Executive, the Department of Public Works, the County Attorney’s Office with the Board of Supervisor’s central contract hearing room located on the top floor.

The lower side wings will contain the offices of various deputies, the central library, the accounting department, contracts and permits, printing, drafting rooms, clerical pool and other related departments and facilities.

Completed in September, 1958 the headquarters building is an addition to the old Police Headquarters and faces Franklin Avenue at the corner of 15th Street. Two stories in height with cellar, the $1,250,000 building is faced with buff brick and has gray granite spandrels between the two rows of aluminum frame windows. The large panel over the main entrance is of white metal. A cast aluminum medallion with the County Crest is mounted on the panel and the entrance illuminated from lights concealed in the soffit above. The entrance steps are also of gray granite.

The new building is the nerve center of the Nassau County Police Force and contains a complicated switchboard with which the county precinct office, radio patrol cars, etc., are in constant touch. It also contains the offices of the Police Commissioner, the Chief Inspector, Chief of Staff, Office of Surgeon, Office of Personnel and Accounting, Public Relations, 20 detectives offices, the Information Bureau, Identification Bureau (fingerprinting, photography, etc.) and large statistical file space.
The following several pages have been devoted to projects for the State of New York, under the direction of Carl W. Larson, Architect for the State.

Aerial view shows Education and Practice School in the foreground, Library on the right and Science Building in the rear.

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
CORTLAND, NEW YORK
Sargent, Webster, Crenshaw and Folley, Consulting Architects, Syracuse, New York

LIBRARY BUILDING
The new Library Building is about 136 feet by 164 feet of steel frame construction with exterior finishes of rubble stone, brick, glass and aluminum panel wall construction.
Facilities will be provided for about 2000 students and the building contains a general reading room, informal reading and reserve book rooms, seminar room, New York State Historical room, cataloging room and offices for Librarian and faculty. Cost approximately $1,100,000.

EDUCATION & PRACTICE SCHOOL BUILDING
The largest of the group will be the new Education and Practice School Building composed of one, two and three story sections extending approximately 600 feet in length. It will be built with a steel frame and a bar joist floor and roof construction. Exterior will feature curtain wall and combinations of brick and stone.

Practice School facilities for about 1800 college students in the field of elementary education will be provided. Building will contain classrooms, gymnasium, and cafeteria for primary and lower secondary students, classrooms for college students, and faculty offices. Cost of this unit is estimated at $4,210,000.

SCIENCE BUILDING
This is a tee shaped building of contemporary modern design having one and three story sections. Construction is steel frame with reinforced concrete floors and roof. Exterior trim is a combination of brick and stone with some panel wall construction.

The building contains classrooms, laboratories, lecture rooms, planetarium and exhibit area together with faculty offices. A greenhouse is provided as an adjunct to the science building. Cost — $2,000,000.00.
AUBURN PRISON
AUBURN, NEW YORK

The new school and maintenance building for 470 inmates will provide a vocational school and shop to consist of 10 classrooms, administrative section and a vocational area for training prison inmates. Additional area houses maintenance facilities for the prison.

The structure has footings and foundations of reinforced concrete, brick veneer walls backed up with smooth face tile, and concrete block interior partitions. Cost to be $1,000,000 which includes all service connections and improvement of grounds.

UPSTATE MEDICAL CENTER
SYRACUSE, NEW YORK

This Medical Center consists of a teaching hospital of 376 beds, capable of expansion to 560 beds with complete ancillary and service facilities. The teaching facilities consist of Teaching Offices, Laboratories and Out-Patient Department sufficient for the instruction of a class of 100 medical students per year.

The proposed Medical Center Building is located to the west of the existing Memorial Hospital and Nurses’ Home and consists of a “T” shaped structure. The stem of the “T” comprises the West Wing housing the Out-Patient Department, Offices, X-ray Diagnostic Department and Rehabilitation. The cross of the “T” comprises the North and South Wings. The North Wing houses Radio-Therapy, Administration, Surgery and Nursing Units; the South Wing houses various Shops, Main Kitchen and Laboratories. The East side of the South Wing will have a connecting passage at the Fifth Floor to the Basement of Memorial Hospital through the Nurses’ Home, and at the Seventh Floor and Roof a connecting passage to the Basement.
and First Floor respectively of the existing Basic Science Building.

The building will be of steel frame and reinforced concrete construction, supported on concrete foundations and footings. The exterior walls of the North and West Wings will, in general, be of aluminum curtain wall construction with aluminum double hung windows and insulated porcelain enamel spandrel panels set between marble faced exterior columns. Exterior walls of the South Wing and end walls of North and West Wings will, in general, be of face brick with back-up block.

Connecting passages to existing buildings will be of aluminum curtain wall construction. No heating plant is included in this project due to the availability of steam from Syracuse University.

The following notes some of the facilities in this Medical Center:

A. **Basement**
   
   Adjacent to the Radio-Therapy Department there is an area assigned to Radio-Biology and Radio-Isotopes.
   
   There is also the Out-Patient facility for Rehabilitation which includes pre-vocational training shops and a therapeutic pool.

B. **Typical Nursing Unit**
   
   This is a double corridor unit consisting of 60 beds located along the periphery with the nursing service facilities in the center island. If required, this unit is designed to be divided into two separate 30 bed units.

C. **Third Floor**
   
   The Surgery Department is in the North Wing and adjacent to the X-ray Diagnostic Department in the West Wing and the Clinical Laboratory Department in the South Wing.
   
   The Surgery Department will have the latest facilities for doing Heart Surgery and Neurological Surgery.

D. **South Wing**
   
   The South Wing will house the Research and Laboratory teaching facilities for each department.

   In summary, with the facilities of the proposed building and those being used in Memorial Hospital, this Medical School will have teaching facilities for all the phases of medical teaching in accordance with the best teaching requirements and methods.

---

**SCHOOL FOR MENTALLY RETARDED CHILDREN'S PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL**

**WEST SENeca, NEW YORK**

This institution is designed to be a complete and self contained unit for the treatment of mentally defectives and will provide, in the second stage, a complete children's hospital. The first stage will accommodate 1,766 patients and the second stage an additional 1,416 patients.

Utmest care has been taken to reduce building costs and provide dispersed single-story accommodations as much as possible. One or two of the buildings, including the medical surgical building will be multi-storied. All of the buildings are of a contemporary design, the patients' buildings have low silhouette pitched roofs and the service buildings are flat roofed, all of built-up type with marble chip surfacing. The exterior is of brick and ceramic tile. The windows in the patients' buildings are of aluminum while those of the service buildings are of steel. The photograph indicates the administration building which is presently under construction.

Cost — First phase complete — approximately $27,000,000.00.
Harpur College is a four year liberal arts college originally designed for twelve hundred students with present student population of seven hundred and fifty and projected population by 1965 of eighteen hundred. The college is composed of classroom and administration building, library building, science building, gymnasium, student union and infirmary building and service buildings including power plant. Dining hall and dormitories to accommodate three hundred students will be completed by 1962 and by 1965 additional dormitories will be provided to increase this number to four hundred.

The buildings at this college are of a conservative contemporary design of masonry construction with stone trim and are steel skeleton type with reinforced concrete foundations, floors and roof. It will cost approximately $18,000,000.00
STATE EDUCATION BUILDING
ALBANY, NEW YORK

This office building addition to the State Education Building in Albany will provide office facilities for 750 additional employees. Construction of this unit will provide greater space than that presently provided in the existing Educational Building.

Construction is fire-proofed steel frame with cellular steel floor and roof decks, aluminum curtain walls with marble spandrels. Courtyard walls are of light brick facing.

The interior of this building will have vinyl tile floors, plaster walls, acoustical ceilings and will be fully air-conditioned. Cost will be approximately $4,930,000.

OTISVILLE TRAINING SCHOOL FOR BOYS
OTISVILLE, NEW YORK

Pederson, Hueber, Hares and Glavin, Consulting Architects, Syracuse, New York

There are nine existing buildings and twenty-two new buildings planned with the New York State Department of Social Welfare acting as consultants. New facilities will include an administration building, a Protestant Chapel, a new gymnasium, an infirmary, boy cottages, a dining building, new school buildings, vocational shops, recreation buildings and other utilitarian structures, such as maintenance, laundry and a fire station.

The initial phase of this project will include four cottages holding 25 boys each, a school building and a gymnasium and will cost $1,750,000.

The cottages are one story of steel frame and masonry construction, T & G roof, steel sash and are self contained units with faculty facilities too.

The gym is a two story structure of steel frame and masonry construction, with stage, music rooms and other activity areas.

The school building is a one story classroom building of steel frame and masonry construction. All the units will have a low silhouette with a low pitch roof, brick veneer and concrete block back up.
The Medical Surgical Building will accommodate 680 medical, surgical and infirm patients and 20 employees in sick bay.

The building is steel frame, fireproof construction, 12 floors high, with exterior materials of brick, stone and aluminum. This will be the start of this new complete institution which is to be located in the Bronx in New York City on the Hutchinson River Parkway.

Cost approximately $10,185,000.
SCHOOL OF INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS
CORNELL UNIVERSITY, ITHACA, NEW YORK

Coffin and Coffin, Consulting Architects, New York City

Work will consist of complete alterations to two existing structures and construction of a new classroom, library and office building including all service connections, improvement of grounds and demolition of existing structures.

Present enrollment is 374. New facilities for resident teaching, research and extension in the field of industrial and labor relations will increase accommodations to 500 students.

Construction will be steel frame and reinforced concrete construction with exterior walls of Lenroc. Cost will be $2,800,000.

Professional Liability Insurance
FOR ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS
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PART TWO

THE BEARING CAPACITY OF SOILS

by LOUIS J. GOODMAN, P.E., Consulting Soils Engineer
Associate Professor of Civil Engineering, Syracuse University

This is the second and final installment of an article dealing with the determination of the bearing capacity of soil. Part One appeared in the November-December 1959 issue of the Empire State Architect and discussed the first of the two major requirements for adequate bearing, which are:

1—Shear failure of the soil must be prevented.
2—Settlement, both total and differential, must be kept within tolerable limits.

This article will cover settlement considerations and will also present a typical city building code on bearing capacity of soils.

Settlement Considerations

Settlement is a term denoting a vertical displacement of the base of a structure. Differential or unequal settlement means that some parts of the structure settle more than other parts. If all columns of a structure were to settle uniformly, the total settlement would be of little concern unless it became large enough to require adjustment of building grades or to break utility lines such as water and sewer lines. The first case is illustrated by conditions existing in Mexico City where steps down into some of the buildings had to be made because of excessive overall settlement. Structural engineers do not agree on how much differential settlement can be tolerated, but experience indicates that it can vary from 1/2 to 2 inches between columns spaced approximately 20 feet apart, depending upon the type of building material and the type of building.

The settlement of a loaded area comes from three sources:

1—Consolidation

This is the result of the decrease in the volume of the loaded soil caused by the gradual expulsion of water from the voids. In clay, this type of settlement occurs very slowly and may attain considerable magnitude after the lapse of years.

2—Elastic Compression

Lateral bulging of the loaded soil may take place without a change in volume. This type of settlement is usually minor and it takes place as rapidly as the load is applied.

3—Plastic Flow

This is characterized by a lateral displacement of the soil. This type of settlement can be controlled by having adequate safety against failure of the soil to shear.

Settlement predictions based on the results of soil tests and theory have been found to be sufficiently reliable if the subsoil contains one or more layers of normally loaded clay. If the clay is preloaded, the estimates are less reliable, giving predicted settlements that are larger and therefore more conservative, than those that may actually develop.

Load tests may also be employed to estimate the settlements to which a foundation, or different parts of the same foundation, may be subjected. One of the methods utilizing the load test approach is based on the coefficient of settlement, which may be defined as the ratio $q/p$, where $p$ is the settlement corresponding to an applied stress, $q$. A general expression for the coefficient of settlement which is applicable to all soils is as follows:

$$q/p = C_1 \left( 1 + \frac{2d}{b} \right) + \frac{C_2}{b},$$

where $d/b$ = the depth factor, with $d$ being the depth below ground surface (or equivalent depth in case the soil which is being evaluated is not the same as the overlying soil) and $b$ the breadth of the loaded area. $C_1$ and $C_2$ are constants dependent upon the nature and condition of the soil involved. For cohesionless soils, the value of $C_1$ would be zero, while for highly cohesive soils $C_1$ would be zero. For any general soil type, both $C_1$ and $C_2$ would generally be positive, finite values.

$C_1$ and $C_2$ may be evaluated by load tests properly performed and interpreted. At least two tests, involving two different sizes of plates, are required and test data derived from the average of several tests on each size of plate are highly desirable.

As an example of the application of this general equation, assume the following results have been obtained from load tests conducted upon two

(Continued on Page 54)

*A soil is said to be normally loaded if it has never been acted upon by vertical pressures greater than those existing at present.*
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A NEW LOOK AT ARCHITECTS' AND ENGINEERS' PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY INSURANCE

by VICTOR O. SCHINNERER

Why should we take a new look at Architects’ and Engineers’ Professional Liability? I suppose the obvious answer is to determine whether it is still what we have long supposed it to be, or whether it has changed.

We live in an era of rapid and startling change. When I was a boy, the Blacksmith of our town did a thriving business and the horse and buggy was commonly used means of transportation. It was a daring man, indeed, who drove his Model T Ford over 25 m.p.h. Now we travel by jet airliner from America to Europe in a matter of hours and send satellites into orbit which circle the earth in 90 minutes. The Buck Rogers cartoons of the World War II period were considered vague dream stuff, but now a space ship is sent soaring past the moon and into orbit around the sun. Most surely we live in an age of change.

It should not surprise us, therefore, to find that great changes have taken place in the area of legal liability — the accountability to others for real or fancied injuries, or damage, — in the practice of our profession or as citizens in the operation of our automobiles and in the conduct of our everyday activities.

One has but to read the daily papers to observe the steady increase in the number of third party liability suits for bodily injury, property damage, loss of income, loss of services, and what have you, based on real or imagined damages. This trend has increased since World War II and has been most noticeable in claims for damages because of the use of the automobile. Before long, I suppose, we’ll be concerned about claims involving two and four door space ships!

This modern inclination to claim damages has spread and has become a matter of great concern to all of us engaged in commerce, industry and the professions. I mention the professions specifically because of a new concept in third party liability action concerning architects. This arose because of what happened recently to a small boy who lives with his parents in a Binghampton, New York apartment.

The youngster was playing on the porch attached to the rear of the apartment when he fell through the railing and was badly injured. His parents sued.

This would not, in itself, be remarkable — But the suit was not brought against the landlord, as you might have expected. It was brought against the architect who designed the building. The contractor, who built it, was included as an additional defendant.

The suit alleged that the design was poor and incompetent, and unsafe, and moreover, the builder should have had better sense than to have used the plans in view of their potential danger.

In answer, the architect and the builder threw up a time honored defense. Tenants may not proceed legally against those who designed and constructed the building in which they live, they said, because there is no “privity” between them; that is, there is no specific contractual interest or understanding involved between these parties. The tenants’ right to damages, according to this long established legal view, should be directed against the owner of the apartment, and not the designer or builder.

The New York Appeals Court refused to recognize this as valid any longer. In its view, the injured child was entitled to claim damages from the architect and the builder. The claim was allowed.

(Continued on Page 64)
OUR COMMON PROBLEMS
by Paul B. Richards

Mr. Richards is Managing Director of the General Building Contractors — and this is the text of his speech given at Lake Placid before the 1959 Convention.

Mr. President, Mr. Addonizio, Members of the State Association of Architects and guests, The General Building Contractors of New York State and those building contractors from without the confines of the Empire State now reaping the golden harvest which is always present outside of the town which harbors the home office, convey their greetings to those assembled here in convention. Personally, I do not meet with you with any more fear and trepidation than would be present if I were meeting my wife — she, too, has been a member of the A.I.A.

The general contractors united in the State Association have asked that you be made aware of their desire to achieve what they call a “meeting of the minds” and what I call, because of long association with intelligent people, a rapprochement. There are many contractors, and perhaps some within your profession, who believe such a “meeting of the minds” to be an impossible achievement. We think otherwise. Only last winter, Mr. Joseph Addonizio and I walked together through the esthetically appealing corridors of the State Capitol, took the wrong elevator, and arrived quite naturally, in the right office. We walked together with a common objective. We were interested in the defeat of a piece of legislation aptly called the “Stock Plan” Bill sponsored by Senator Gordon and Mr. Folmer. During those days, Joe (the architect) and I (the contractor) had a “meeting of the minds.” We were agreed that a plan suitable for one area was not necessarily suitable for another, that it would be just as appropriate to require that a doctor’s diagnosis for one disease be made applicable to every other disease, no matter how exotic.

We are again prepared during the 1960 Legislative Session to support The State Association of Architects in their campaign against the so-called Master Plan Bill. But, and this is an important but, we ask for something in return. You may label this request as altruistic — you may label it as selfish, but many general contractors feel that industry survival is dependent on the acceptance of this proposal by all elements of the construction industry. We are proposing the participation of the New York State Association of Architects in what may be known in the future as the “Construction Industry Legislative Council,” an informal grouping of those interested in the welfare of the construction industry, joined together to support or oppose legislation either directly or indirectly affecting the industry.

What, an architect may ask, can we support or oppose jointly with the general contractor? You, as we, have an acute interest in enforcement of the State Education Law as it applies to the practice of architecture and professional engineering. You, as we, oppose efforts to denigrate the profession of Architecture (or any other profession) by the legislative process. Socialism is a word sometimes used to cover this matter, You, as we, object strenuously to evasion of the spirit and intent of statutes requiring competitive bidding on public works projects. When such evasion occurs, the architect is normally not a factor in the construction process, nor is the general contractor. This is what we label as force account construction. We, and we trust you, feel that the most expeditious, efficient and economical system of construction results from single responsibility — control by the general contractor over all elements involved in the construction of a building.

In the larger view, any disruption in the time-proven relationship between owner, architect and general contractor occasioned by ill-advised legislation can only result in a disruption of the construction industry. Any threat to this relationship will result in positive action by the general contractor. We ask that the architect act in concert with others interested in the future of the construction industry.

There is a time-honored expression, which now amounts to a cliche, applicable to the subject matter to follow: “People who live in glass houses...” Now, twenty years ago, the speaker might have translated this expression into Latin with some facility. Now he can only recall the briefer, “In Deo Speramus,” “In God We Trust.” Often we general contractors are faced with two serious problems. One problem is concerned with violation of the professional code of ethics by an architect, the other with violation of the terms of specifications. What to do about the architect who violates his professional code of ethics? The natural reaction of the general contractor is to “get mad” and “fight the problem,” preferably through his Association. For example, the Association had occasion recently to remind an architect of his responsibilities to both his profession and to the general contractors bidding work over which he had control. The architect had a ready answer to our protest. One of the finest contractors in the State of New York, ethical in every respect, and renowned for the quality of his work, has been eliminated from the selected list of bidders.

(Continued on Page 71)
SEND FOR CATALOG M-59 SHOWING NEW POSTS, HANDRAILS AND GRILL-O-METRICS

460 MELWOOD STREET, PITTSBURGH 13, PENNSYLVANIA
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Send for your FREE Herman Nelson FACT on school air conditioning

Fact Kit includes information on (1) how air conditioning affects the learning environment, (2) the cost of school air conditioning and (3) the equipment for school air conditioning.
a NEW KIND of classroom
... beautiful ... functional

... and Nelson flexibility brings
the cost
within any school budget!

- Herman Nelson — the leader in classroom heating and ventilating for 42 years, the company that made air conditioning practical for schools — now offers unit ventilator styling that literally creates a new kind of classroom!

Six exciting new decorator colors — Flame, Green, Blue, Yellow, Salmon and Neutral Gray — to complement advanced classroom design.

New function with color-matched optional accessory equipment that transforms underwindow "dead" space into a teacher's aid — (1) sink-and-bubbler units, (2) sliding-door units, (3) open cabinets, (4) magazine racks, (5) cubicle cabinets and (6) pull-out cabinets on casters.

And exclusive Herman Nelson options (optional accessories, optional air conditioning) make it easy to tailor your system to fit your school budget!

This new-color, new-function styling is available on all Herman Nelson unit ventilator equipment — whether equipment provides for air conditioning or for heating, ventilating and natural cooling only.
different sizes of plates. For simplicity's sake, it will be assumed that the load tests have been performed upon the surface of the existing ground and that the foundation for which a design is being prepared will be at this same elevation; the depth factor d/b will then be equal to zero for all calculations.

Load test on a plate one foot square:
\[ p = \frac{1}{2} \text{ in.}, \quad q = 2 \text{ T/sq. ft.} \]

Load test on a plate three feet square:
\[ p = \frac{1}{2} \text{ in.}, \quad q = 1 \text{ T/sq. ft.} \]

Thus, \( \frac{q}{p} = \frac{2}{\frac{1}{2}} = 4 = C_1 + \frac{C_2}{1} \) (plate 1)

And \( \frac{q}{p} = \frac{1}{\frac{1}{2}} = 2 = C_1 + \frac{C_2}{3} \) (plate 2)

Solving these equations simultaneously gives:
\[ C_2 = 3 \text{ and } C_1 = 1 \]

Thus the general equation would be:
\[ \frac{q}{p} = 1 + \frac{3}{b} \]

In applying this equation assume that it is desired to determine the width of a square footing which will carry a column load of 300 tons with the settlement limited to one inch. Thus:
\[ \frac{300/b^2}{1} = 1 + \frac{3}{b} \]

\[ b = 15 \text{ feet} \]

It will be noticed that the calculations given are based upon a total settlement of one inch — not a differential settlement of one inch. If this footing were one of a number supporting a building it might be reasonable to assume that if all footings were designed for a maximum total settlement of one inch, then the differential settlements would be relatively small in magnitude.

The November-December article emphasized that proper performance and interpretation of load tests are necessary. Unfortunately, the load test as usually conducted is a waste of time and money and may even result in a dangerous foundation situation.

Allowable Soil Pressure Tables

Building codes and engineering handbooks contain tables showing allowable soil pressures for different types of soil. The November-December article contained a discussion on some of the shortcomings of many of these tables. It is generally (Continued on Page 62)
AUTOMATIC SNOW REMOVAL

by MALCOLM B. MOYER*, P.E.

The removal of snow by heating the walks and drives is not new. Aside from its appeal to the man who is unwilling to shovel his own walks, it is also a boom to Churches which have services beginning in the early morning and which find it difficult to hire snow removal manually at such a time.

With manufacturing plants, the continued elimination of ice and snow from ramps and roadways is very desirable. The modern tractor trailer can quickly become unmanageable on ice or half melted snow.

Two general types of snow melting in walks and drives are currently available:

Type 1: Pipes in which a hot fluid is being circulated are embedded in the slab.

Type 2: The use of embedded high resistance cables heated with electricity.

The first method is more widely employed. The pipes may be of copper, steel, or wrought iron. The heating fluid may be a dilute mixture of Ethylene Glycol or a light oil, to prevent possible freezing with the heat turned off.

We have used both methods. The use of Ethylene Glycol in steel requires a rust inhibitor which may not always be completely effective. Copper tubes can be obtained in 500 foot rolls, which permits a simplified design with fewer joints.

The longer runs add friction and with a low head centrifugal pump would give trouble from air locks. The use of oil with either a gear or rotating spiral type pump will eliminate this trouble.

Allowances must be made for the higher viscosity and lower specific heat in an oil design.

The sponsors of the electric units bedded in concrete have had some costly failures. The problem of suitably anchoring the heating wires is the real problem.

One outfit has recommended attaching them to woven wire fencing. This assembly is supposed to be rolled out flat on a sub layer of concrete and bedded later in a 2" overlay of surface concrete.

Another method is to buy such an assemblage direct from the factory.

A third method is to place a series of screeds in the sub-layer of concrete and fasten the wires to these screeds with insulated staples.

Once the wires are suitably encased in concrete, what becomes of the screeds is academic.

One important point to keep in mind is that a heated sidewalk will not cut through a drift. It will melt the stratum directly upon the surface. The walk should be warm when the first snow flake strikes. By melting the snow as fast as it falls on the heated surface, the walk will always be clear.

The heat should be on the slab when the snow clouds gather.

Where automatic control is required, our practice is to have the pumps turned on when the temperature in the slab reaches about 35 degrees.

It is said that there is a firm marketing a switch which is activated by a fall of snow. We have no experience with this.

Where snow is predicted, it is wise to turn on the equipment and have a warm surface ready to combat the first fall of snow.

Handled intelligently, snow melting by artificial heat, becomes a satisfactory means of snow removal. It is becoming increasingly popular.

In Memoriam...

HARRY FINKELSTEIN

The Directors and Officers of the Brooklyn Architects Scholarship Foundation in deep sorrow mourn the loss of President Harry Finkelstein.

President Finkelstein, one of the founders of the Foundation, in his characteristic nature devoted his time, his talents, and energy to establish the Foundation as a unique and successful body, offering a helping hand to needy students ambitious to study architecture. In doing so, and by reason of his own unselfish nature, he inspired all of us to extend our efforts in the common cause of the Foundation.

His characteristic unselfish nature sought no recognition, no personal credit for the financial help and moral strength he so abundantly brought to the Foundation. Only by virtue of the insistence of his fellow directors did he agree to accept the Presidency.

We mourn his loss as a friend, as a colleague, as a Director, as a former Treasurer, and as President of the Brooklyn Architects Scholarship Foundation.
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When Does a Debt Become Bad?

The deduction must be taken for the year in which the debt becomes bad. You need not always wait until a debtor is declared bankrupt before you can claim a bad debt deduction. In some cases, it is clear before a bankruptcy settlement is reached that a debt is worthless. Bankruptcy may confirm beyond any doubt that a debt is worthless but this in itself does not require that you wait for bankruptcy proceedings to be completed. Worthlessness is the test. In other words, the debt must seem uncollectable now and in the future. This is after you have made every effort to collect it. Just how far you go to collect depends a great deal on sound business judgment. It isn't always necessary to take a debtor to court. If you can show that even if lawsuit were won you would still be unable to collect, then it would be foolish to throw good money after bad by taking the debtor to court. It is not necessary for the entire debt to be uncollectable.

Tax Aspects of Bad Debts

Debts can go bad in any business, whether you are selling products or service. However, if you are using the accrual method of accounting, uncollectable business debts are deductible in computing your income tax. The circumstances under which the debt will be considered uncollectable for tax purposes, and the manner in which you can deduct it are explained here by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants.

Bad debt deductions are allowable not only for debts arising out of your business, but for non-business debts as well. However, the non-business debts are deductible only within the limits applicable to capital losses. This article will be concerned with business bad debts, which are created or acquired in your business; these are fully deductible.
You are permitted to claim a deduction for a partially worthless business debt where it can be shown that the debt is recoverable only in part.

**Treatment of Bad Debts on Your Books**

The first year in which a bad debt becomes worthless to your business, you must decide on an accounting method for handling bad debts. This method must then be followed each year unless you get permission from the Commissioner of Internal Revenue to make a change. Your choice will be between deducting the debts as they become uncollectable or deducting an estimated reserve each year for debts that are expected to become uncollectable.

**Reserve for Bad Debts**

Your choice between using the charge-off or the reserve method for claiming bad debt deductions should be made with some care. There are many situations in which the reserve method can make a significant tax difference. For example, an automobile dealer may want to use the reserve method to offset, in part, the reserves withheld by finance companies which the courts have held to constitute taxable income to the dealer.

Generally, a reserve for bad debts will be based on experience. You cannot arbitrarily guess at the percentage of your accounts receivable that is likely to go bad. A certified public accountant, for instance, will determine an adequate reserve for bad debts as a normal part of his audit procedure. To do this, he will analyze the accounts receivable to find out which accounts are past due, and the length of time they have been outstanding. He will then evaluate the slow-moving receivables in light of discussions with your company's credit manager or with whomever handles your collections, and decide on the amount that may not be collected. A reserve based on a factual analysis such as this will almost invariably be acceptable to the Internal Revenue Service.

If you do not have a CPA, and you have to decide for yourself whether you are better off to use the charge-off or reserve method for claiming bad debts, you will need to know how the reserve works. Say, for example, that at the end of the year you show accounts receivable of $20,000. Based on an analysis of your accounts, you determine that $600 would be a reasonable estimate of accounts that are likely to become uncollectable, so you deduct the $600 as a reserve for bad debts.

During the following year, $550 worth of re-

(Continued on Page 58)
TAX ASPECTS OF BAD DEBTS  
(Continued from Page 57)

receivables actually go bad, leaving $50 in your reserve account. Your receivables are now up to $25,000, and you estimate that $750 will become bad debts. Your reserve still has $50 left over from the previous year, so you deduct an additional $700 as a reserve for bad debts, and bring the total reserve up to the estimate of $750. This same procedure would then be followed each year.

What Happens When a Bad Debt is Recovered?

There are several instances in which a seemingly uncollectable debt could be repaid. For example, a debtor may be in such bad financial condition that there is every justification to consider his debt to you uncollectable. A few years later, the success of your debtor’s business finally results in payment of the debt. If you receive payment at a later date of a debt that you had charged off in an earlier year as uncollectable, you must report the payment on your tax return as income, but only to the extent that the earlier charge-off helped reduce your taxes. The amount of tax you saved when you made the deduction has nothing to do with it. It is the amount of the bad debt that you were able to use advantageously as a deduction that should be considered here. The foregoing applies only to a taxpayer who has been deducting bad debts on a charge-off basis. Those taxpayers who are on a reserve basis will credit any recoveries to the bad debt reserve.

Additional Information

If you need additional information on your bad debt deductions or on any other business problems, consult a qualified advisor.

FREDERICK T. BOCK CHOSEN NEW CONSTITUENT EDITOR

Don Klinger, the new Chairman of the Publications Committee, recently announced the appointment of Frederick T. Bock as the Constituent Editor of the Empire State Architect.

This appointment will fill the vacancy left when Warren Henderson moved to Florida. We welcome him to the Staff and feel certain that soon some more good news will be published from all the constituent organizations. Mr. Bock, a graduate of Cooper Union was licensed to practice in 1950, and admitted to AIA membership in the Long Island Society Chapter in 1954. Since he has served as Treasurer in 1952 and 1958 and was elected Vice President in 1959. His editorial experience has been gained by serving as editor of his Chapter Yearbook continuously since 1956.

1959 BUILDING AWARDS OF THE QUEENS CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

Fifteen bronze plaques, including a special bronze plaque for the “most outstanding structure” in any category, and 8 honorable mention scrolls were awarded by the Queens Chamber of Commerce to winners and runners-up in its 1959 Annual Building Awards competition for “excellence in design and construction” of new buildings erected in Queens during the past year according to a recent announcement by the Chamber President, Ira H. Genet of Douglaston.

Architects and owners of each of the winning (Continued on Page 60)
NEW YORK INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT HEATING PLANT
JAMAICA, NEW YORK
Skidmore, Owings and Merrill, Architects, New York City

Located in the midst of a varied grouping of buildings, the New York International Airport, Jamaica, heating plant is a unique structure by virtue of its honest expression of usage. Although utilization of a building as a showcase for the display of its equipment is not new, the execution of such a principle in this case is extremely well handled.

The architect employed a glass facade 180' long and 22' high, behind which he arranged for a dazzling display of mechanical equipment. Designed to allow spectators a maximum view of the interior and plant operation, it divides equipment into two major categories: heating and refrigeration.

Hues of the heating equipment are in the warm colors of red, yellow and orange . . . with each part or piping painted a specific color. The same motif is used for the air conditioning apparatus, except that cool blues and greens are predominant. The resultant panorama creates a functional sculpture with extraordinary qualities.

PERMALITE LIGHTWEIGHT PERLITE USED IN SPRINGVILLE SCHOOL

SPRINGVILLE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, SPRINGVILLE, N. Y.

PERMALITE Lightweight Aggregates were used on the roof of the Springville Elementary School as follows:

- Over 75,000 sq. ft. of PERMALITE Lightweight Insulating Concrete was poured in place over 4 lb. rib lath. The material is of silica composition and absolutely fireproof. The deck was applied 3" thick and will give an insulating U Factor of .16. It was mixed at a ratio of 1 to 6 on the job and weighs 26 lbs. per cu. ft. dry or 3" thickness weighs 6½ lbs. per sq. ft.

- PERMALITE Lightweight Perlite is also used to make 3" x 2' x 6' Insulating Roof Slabs . . . and for pouring into concrete block as insulation fill. An 8" concrete block wall filled with dry PERMALITE has a U Factor of .16. Perlite has absolutely no affinity to moisture. We invite your inquiries on our All-Weather-Crete roof insulation deck fill . . . monolithically applied, or consult your Architect.

BUFFALO PERLITE CORP.
100 SUGG ROAD, BUFFALO 25, NEW YORK

ALL-WEATHER-CRETE
APPLIED BY
LICENSED APPLICATOR

FIREPROOFING
STRUCTURAL STEEL
COLUMNS

LIGHTWEIGHT CONCRETE
ROOF DECKS
ROOF FILL

INSULATING CONCRETE
FLOOR SLABS
FLOOR FILL

59 / EMPIRE STATE ARCHITECT
HAYDITE
LIGHTWEIGHT
AGGREGATE
for BETTER lightweight
cement

Onondaga Brick Corp.
manufacturers of
Expanded Shale Lightweight Aggregate
WARNERS, NEW YORK

For complete information on masonry units or concrete mixtures contact Onondaga Brick Corp., Warners, N. Y. Phone Camillus, N. Y., Orange 2-7321.

SALES

GEOPHYSICAL ANALYSIS CO.
Box 7, Eastwood Station Syracuse, New York

1959 BUILDING AWARDS
(Continued from Page 58)

buildings who received certificates of commendation are:

OWNERS

ARCHITECTS

Eastern Air Lines
Idlewild, Jamaica, New York

Chester L. Churchill
New York, New York

Board of Education, City of N. Y.
Jamaica, New York

Fellheimer & Wagner
New York, New York

Girdol Realty Corp.
Jouka Hakola
Long Island City, New York
New York, New York

Arnold Levens
Joseph V. Franco
Long Island City, New York
Ridgewood, New York

Alexander's Dept. Stores, Inc.
Francis X. Gina & Assoc.
Rego Park, New York
New York, New York

Leo F. Kearns
Raymond Iriera & Associate
Richmond Hill, New York
Long Island City, New York

Eco Corporation
Fordyce & Hamby Associates
College Point, New York
New York, New York

Johnson Service Company
Carl H. Salminen
Long Island City, New York
Flushing, New York

41-07 Holding Corp.
M. F. Kirchman & B. L. Bassuk
Long Island City, New York
New York, New York

Catholic Youth Organization
S. Heller & G. J. Meltzer
Whitestone, New York
Flushing, New York

First National City Bank
Skidmore, Owings & Merrill
Idlewild, Jamaica, New York
New York, New York

Queens Co. Federal Savings & Loan Assoc.
G. W. Clark
Flushing, New York
New York, New York

St. Kevin's Roman Catholic Church
William J. Boegel
Flushing, New York
New York, New York

St. Michael's P. E. Church
Edwin J. Dauber
East Elmhurst, New York
Great Neck, L. I., New York

Warner Estates, Inc.
A. H. Salkowitz
Forest Hills, New York
Jamaica, New York

The Diplomat Company
A. H. Salkowitz
Forest Hills, New York
Jamaica, New York

Dr. Elmer A. Kestler
Theodore R. Earne
Flushing, New York
Flushing, New York

Flushing Savings Bank
Ryder, Struppman & Newmann
Flushing, New York
Jamaica, New York

Chemical Bank N. Y. Trust Co.
Office of A. Easton Poor
Flushing, New York
New York, New York

Praver Associates
Haus & Bresin
Jamaica, New York
Jackson Heights, New York

United Cerebral Palsy of Queens, Inc.
G. W. Swiller
Jamaica, New York
New York, New York

Inaugurated by the Queens Chamber of Commerce in 1926, the Annual Building Awards contest is not confined to Chamber members. For this year's competition, any building erected in Queens during the period from November 1st, 1958, to October 5th, 1959, was eligible for consideration by the 29-member board of judges.
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A BROKER IS PUT IN HIS PLACE

We had in the Plan Room the plans and specifications for a new high school and an elementary school in Port Jervis, N.Y. The specifications required the general contractor to list all of his subcontractors and material suppliers and space was provided for that purpose. Failure to fill in each space would result in the bid being declared informal.

The location of the job makes it fair game for the Metropolitan broker. One of this breed apparently objected to this listing requirement and asked that his deposit on the plans be refunded.

Architect Carl W. Clark, Syracuse, forwarded a copy of his letter to the contractor to be attached to the specifications. We think it's a classic and we have his permission to reprint a portion of it.

"We are aware of your problem of obtaining bids on materials and subcontracts. We know the practices followed by most of the Metropolitan group and to a much lesser degree, on our work — of the upstate group.

"We know that the owner is better served under our procedure. We know contractors have less guess work under them and can deal with responsible men on an honest basis.

"We agree that under usual procedure your statement that the 'general contractor gets honest competition after bids are opened' is correct. Under our procedure those who have worked on our projects over the years know that their best prices must be given prior to bid opening.

"The above leads me to state that Owner, Contractor and Architect save many arguments, suspicions, and much time getting work underway.

"The good contractor is a builder — not a broker. I know many of both breeds. I cannot stop 'shopping' prior to bid openings. I can and do stop it after awards are made.

"The good contractor uses materials specified and subs he knows can and will work with him in progressing work in an orderly manner and on time. Some of the good contractors we know have used the same subs and material selection over the years on each job. They know that where error in takeoff has not occurred they can deal with men they trust and who in turn trust them. They therefore assess quotations and use the names of those they expect to assist them in making a profit on a given project. The use of the lowest bid on many occasions causes expense, delay and misunderstanding.

"We know our procedure is best for the entire industry. We believe that standards of practice have been bettered; that chicanery, substitutions, arguments, misunderstandings have been minimized thereby." The general contractor in question decided not to bid the job.

There are a few local architects who use the same system of subcontractor listing. Unfortunately, too many architects choose to remain above this phase of building construction. A few even encourage abuses in bidding by being pushovers for substitutions after contracts have been awarded.

—J. J. R.

Reprinted with permission from the Builders' Exchange Bulletin, November 1959

RIGHT ON THE SITE

Member American Society for Testing Materials
SUB-SURFACE Exploration—Soil and Concrete Testing
EMPIRE SOILS INVESTIGATIONS, INC.
OVERBURDEN & ROCK CORE DRILLING
AUGER BORING—LOAD TESTS—TEST PITS
FIELD AND LABORATORY ANALYSIS
105 Corona Avenue, Groton, New York • Phone: 838
If You're Located In: • ALBANY-BINGHAMTON • BUFFALO • ELMIRA • JAMESTOWN
• ROCHESTER • SYRACUSE • UTICA — Dial Operator, Ask For ENTERPRISE 2267

As a progressive manufacturer of Masonry Units, we are now shipping

Autoclaved Celocrete Block
from our completely new and automated block plant.

All units are made on the latest type automatic equipment which assures highest quality, exact dimensions and beauty of texture.

We are offering a new concept in warehousing. All lightweight units are stocked in enclosed and heated warehouse. No more antiquated yard storage with problems of ice, snow, moisture and thermal shock.

For Further Information Call or Write
PAUL RIEFLER, INC.
Camp Rd., Hamburg, N.Y. Emerson 3260
How this NEW insulation cuts heat loss up to 50% thru masonry walls!

NO INSULATION

INSULATED WITH ZONOLITE MASONRY FILL INSULATION

Latest Authoritative Tests Prove High Insulating Efficiency of ZONOLITE MASONRY FILL INSULATION

Exhaustive tests conducted independently by a leading university and by Structural Clay Products Research Foundation reveal that Zonolite Water-Repellent Masonry Fill Insulation satisfies 100% the three most important requirements of a masonry wall insulation:

1. Must not permit water to be transmitted across the cavity.
2. Must be able to support its own weight in the cavity without settling.
3. Must retain its insulating efficiency in actual field conditions.

Actual building has shown, too, that Zonolite Water-Repellent Masonry Fill Insulation cuts masonry wall insulation costs over 60%... reduces heat transfer through walls as much as one-half... cuts air-conditioning costs as much as 25%.

Send today for official reports substantiating these statements. No cost or obligation... just mail the coupon.

MAIL COUPON FOR LABORATORY TEST DATA

ZONOLITE COMPANY, Dept. ESA-10, 135 S. La Salle St., Chicago 3, Ill.

Rush me complete information and test data on Zonolite Water-Repellent Masonry Fill Insulation.

Name

Company

Address

City & Zone

State

The Bearing Capacity of Soils

(Continued from Page 54)

recognized that it is impossible to assign allowable bearing values to various soils which can be used under all circumstances for small and large footings alike, at all depths below the ground surface and for any degree of saturation of the soil. Also, many of the tables in use by some cities in the United States are copies of those of New York, Chicago, Boston or other cities actively interested in this problem and they do not offer any hint regarding the origin of the values, or any other explanation that may be pertinent.

The Building Code of the City of Boston is cited in this article to illustrate the bearing value portion of a code from a city outside of New York which may be of interest to our readers. Section 2904 of this code covers “Classification of Bearing Materials and Allowable Bearing Values.” Excerpts from Section 2904 are presented here as an example of a code and not necessarily to illustrate what a code should contain. As a point of interest, Part 29 of the Boston Building Code is currently being revised. Once again, it must be emphasized that many tables showing allowable soil pressures are based on experience and should be used only as guides to foundation design in cities for which they were developed.

The following table of tentative soil bearing values and excerpts are from Section 2904 of the Boston Building Code, 1944:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Material Description</th>
<th>Allowable Bearing Value (Tons/Sq. Ft.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Massive bedrock without laminations, such as granite, diorite, and other granitic rocks; and also gneiss, trap rock, felsite, and thoroughly cemented conglomerates, such as the Roxbury Puddingstone, all in sound condition (sound condition allows some cracks)</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Laminated rocks such as slate and schist, in sound condition (some cracks allowed)</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Shale in sound condition (some cracks allowed)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Residual deposits of shattered or broken bedrock of any kind except shale</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Hardpan</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Gravel, sand-gravel mixtures, compact</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Gravel, sand-gravel mixtures, loose, sand, coarse, compact</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Sand, coarse, loose; sand, fine, compact</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Sand, fine, loose</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Hard clay</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Medium clay</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Soft clay</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Rock flour, shattered shale, or any deposit of unusual character not provided for</td>
<td>(Value to be fixed by the Commissioner)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The tabulated bearing values for rocks of Classes 1 to 3 inclusive shall apply where the loaded area is less than 2 ft. below the lowest adjacent surface of sound rock. Where the loaded area is more than 2 feet below such surface, these values may be increased 20 per cent for each foot of additional depth but shall not exceed twice the tabulated values.

The allowable bearing values of materials of Classes 4 to 9 inclusive may exceed the tabulated values by 2 1/2 per cent for each foot of depth of the loaded area below the lowest ground surface immediately adjacent, but shall not exceed twice the tabulated values. For areas of foundation smaller than 3 ft. in least lateral dimension, the allowable bearing values shall be one-third of the allowable bearing values multiplied by the least lateral dimension in feet.

The tabulated bearing values for Classes 10 to 12 inclusive apply only to pressures directly under individual footings, walls, and piers. When structures are founded on or underlain by deposits of these classes, the total load over the area of any one bay or other major portion of the structure, minus the weight of the excavated material, divided by the area, shall not exceed one-half the tabulated bearing values.

Where bearing materials directly under a foundation overlie a stratum having smaller allowable bearing values, these smaller values shall not be exceeded at the level of such stratum. Computation of the vertical pressure in the bearing materials at any depth below a foundation shall be made on the assumption that the load is spread uniformly at an angle of 60° with the horizontal; but the area considered as supporting the load shall not extend beyond the intersection of 60° planes of adjacent foundations.

Where portions of the foundation of an entire structure rest directly upon or are underlain by medium or soft clay or rock flour, and other portions rest upon different materials, or where the layers of such softer materials vary greatly in thickness, the magnitude and distribution of the probable settlement shall be investigated; and, if necessary, the allowable loads shall be reduced or special provisions be made in the design of the structure to prevent dangerous differential settlements.

The various classes of materials shown in the table of soil bearing values are classified at the beginning of Section 2904. The draft for a Revision of Part 29 of the Boston Building Code was presented in the January 1958 issue of the Journal of the Boston Society of Civil Engineers. This represents many hundreds of man hours from a 12 man committee plus others. This revised section reflects the results of current experience in the field of soil mechanics and foundations in the Boston area.

A paper dealing with Building on Peat will appear in the March-April issue. This will be co-authored with Professor Charles N. Lee, State University College of Forestry at Syracuse University. Professor Lee obtained his Master's degree in Soils and Foundations at Syracuse University and is associated with Professor Goodman in consulting activities.
A New Look At Liability Insurance
(Continued from Page 49)

This seems to be one of the first instances, if not the very first, in which apartment designers have been held liable to tenants because of the alleged inadequacy of their work.

The significance of the case is that tenants may be more likely to claim for injuries, due to faulty design or construction, than for those caused by the negligence of the landlord. Landlords, due to many years of clear responsibility towards tenants, know pretty well where they stand under the law. But if tenants can also reach architects and builders, it appears that a new avenue of Professional Liability is open to them where chances of recovery may be enhanced.

Professor Marcus L. Plant of the University of Michigan Law School in commenting recently on the new Michigan Supreme Court said: "The basis and scope of legal liability are broadening nationally and will be felt in this state as soon as appropriate cases reach the courts. The principle of negligence is being extended to new areas while immunities from this type of legal action are being narrowed or eliminated."

In the last thirty years the legal doctrine has been extended to make manufacturers liable for damages to people who use their products. The principle of liability for damages to people who use the products they have designed and created is now being extended to architects, engineers, builders and contractors, holding them responsible for damages to persons who use the structures they have designed and built. In a recent California case, liability for damages was upheld when a porch railing broke 18 years after it was built. In Washington, D. C., another railing case, a contractor was held liable even though eight years had elapsed since he repaired the railing. These claims are not for nominal sums — the plaintiff in the Washington, D.C., case is suing for $100,000.

In an Arizona case, an architect is faced with a suit in the Supreme Court for $200,000. A former University of Arizona student is suing for injuries he received when a window fell on him while he was taking a shower in a dormitory. His suit claims the architect, contractor and manufacturer are all responsible for allowing the window to be so installed as to cause it to fall on him. He demands damages for serious, severe and painful injuries which almost severed the fleshy portion of his arm and caused partial permanent disability.

Other cases bearing on Architects' Professional Liability have appeared in courts throughout the land. Here is a sampling:

1. An Eastern Case

Facts: Building was damaged due to expansion of perliite concrete.

Ruling: "An architect implicitly warrants not only that he has the skill, knowledge, and judgment required to produce a result that will meet the needs of his employer, but that in the preparation of plans and specifications and in the supervision of the work he will employ that skill, knowledge and judgment, without negligence. For negligence in the performance of his work he is liable to his employer if damage results."

"It would have been comparatively easy to conduct tests, or make inquiry, the results of which would have aided them in deciding whether to specify expansion joints through or around the roof fill, or to provide an insulating material between the slab and the hill. The consideration which they did give to this question strikes the court superficial and convicts them of negligence."

"We do not think the owner's approval of the plans and specifications relieved the architects of responsibility for the faulty design. The plaintiff relied on the architects for structural and architectural design and for the exercise of skill, knowledge and care in its preparations. Its review of the plans was from a functional point of view: the details of design were for the architect."

Judgment for the plaintiff in the sum of $22,400.

2. A Midwestern Case

Amount of Suit: $450,000.

Facts: Plaintiff was employed as a roofer, his duties being limited to the completion of the roofs after the roofs had been decked, and all of the structural steel and carpentry work completed. While walking over the roof he fell, or was thrown, from the roof to the ground, a distance of about 35 feet, suffering severe and disabling injuries.

The general contractor, the structural and roof decking contractor, the architects, and the building material jobber, were all joined as defendants. It is alleged that the architects were negligent in supervising and inspecting the work of the defendant contractors, in permitting the decking to be erected in such a manner that the roof was unsafe for travel by workmen, and in failing to prepare proper and adequate plans and specifications with which to make the roof safe for travel.

3. A Southern Case

Amount of Suit: $500,000.

Facts: Claim against the architect and the general contractor by the owner of a produce terminal. Plaintiff alleges that the paving of the terminal is of such inferior quality as to make it unfit for the use for which it is intended. Plaintiff alleges that the construction was not in accordance with the plans and specifications, and, therefore, the architect was negligent in certifying the work as completed.

4. A Far Western Case

Facts: The transit-mix concrete supplier, and the concrete testing laboratory, sued the prime contractor for the balance due on purchase price and test fees. The prime contractor counter-claimed that the concrete furnished was inferior. It was also alleged that the architect was negligent in his interpretation of the testing laboratory reports and negligent in his supervision in permitting the inferior concrete to be used. The necessity of removing and replacing the inferior concrete caused great loss to the contractor.

The architect asked for summary judgment on the grounds that there was no contractual relationship between himself and the contractor and he owed the contractor no duty to perform his services with any particular degree of care.

Ruling: Motion for summary judgment denied. The California law no longer requires privity of contract in order for negligent performance of a contract to give rise to a cause for action by damaged third parties.

Further, the position and authority of a supervising architect are such that he is held to labor under a duty to the contractor to supervise the project with due care, even though his contractual obligation is to the owner. The power of the architect to stop the work is tantamount to a power of economic life or death, and should carry commensurate legal responsibility.

5. A Southern Case

Facts: The architects and engineers designed a hot water system, the de-
sign of which was correct. Two days after the plumbing contractor completed (to his own satisfaction) the installation; and before notifying the architect of the completion of the system, the plumbing contractor lighted off the boiler which exploded 30 to 40 minutes later. Testimony was to the effect that a safety valve called for in the design had not been installed. The architects and engineers were alleged to be negligent in failing to detect the negligence of the plumbing sub-contractor and his employees.

Ruling: The Court expressed the opinion that architects are supposed to "snoop, pry and prod" and that if the architects in this case had done so they would have observed the danger in the installation of the hot water system. The fact that they were not requested by the contractor or sub-contractor to inspect the system did not relieve them of their responsibility to inspect.

Judgment rendered against the defendant in the sum of $58,704. This case is being appealed and there is some hope that it will be reversed.

6. A Far Western Case

Facts: In preparing the plans for the bowling alley, the insured's employee made a typographical error and showed one of the dimensions of the building as being 58' when in reality it should have been 68'. From that point on the rest of the plans were built around this erroneous dimension and, as a result, the entire building was 10' too short. As a further complication, the property upon which the building was set was purchased with the incorrect dimension in mind and was, therefore, also 10' too short.

The error in dimensions was not discovered until the building had been completed and the Brunswick bowling equipment people arrived to install the alleys. It was then found that there was insufficient room to install regulation size bowling lanes.

There were many elements of damage. It was impossible to purchase sufficient adjacent land to extend the building the necessary additional 10'. As a consequence, the lighting that had been installed had to be relocated and a good bit of the equipment necessary for the operation and maintenance of the automatic pinsetters had to be installed in the side of the building, rather than at the end of each alley, with a consequent inconvenience and additional expense.

(Continued on Page 70)
NEW... PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

NEW GLAZED TILE COLORS
ADDED BY AMERICAN OLEAN

Seventeen new colors have been added to American Olean's line of glazed tile making a total of 69 colors in bright matte and crystalline glazes.

The selection of the new colors was based on a study of the latest trends in color preferences, and guarantees a better blend with the glazes currently being offered by all the leading manufacturers of bathroom fixtures. In addition the new colors increase the usefulness of the American Olean color selections in three important respects.

Secondly, a large proportion of the new colors are in bright glazes, which have been steadily increasing in popularity during the last few years. The new line gives a much wider selection of bright glazes in the faster selling colors.

Lastly, the new colors have been selected to achieve a better color relationship between the bright and matte glazed interior wall tiles and the crystalline glazes, which are extensively used for residential floors, as well as for walls, counter tops and window sills.

ARCHITECTS ELIGIBLE
FOR $3,000 AWARD

A fellowship offering a stipend of $3,000 for travel abroad was announced today by the New York Chapter of the American Institute of Architects, a constituent member of NYSSA.

In urging architects of this area to compete, Lester D. Tichy, Chairman of the Chapter's LeBrun Committee, said that the 1960 award calls for the design of a heliport for a city of approximately 300,000 population. Program for the award will be available January 15th and the rendering itself must be postmarked not later than March 7th.

Architects who are between the ages of twenty-three and thirty and who have at least a year and a half of office experience are eligible for the award. They must be both American citizens and residents, and must not be the recipient of other traveling scholarships.

The LeBrun traveling scholarship was established by the will of Napoleon Eugene LeBrun, best known as architect of the Metropolitan Life Building, once the tallest structure in New York. It has been awarded biennially since 1912 and was first won by Otto Eggers, now senior partner of the firm of Eggers and Higgins, New York.

The program of the competition and further information on it can be obtained from Lester D. Tichy, Chairman of the LeBrun Committee, New York Chapter, American Institute of Architects, 115 East 40th Street, N.Y. 16.

UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE
AFFECTS "ONE-GIRL" OFFICES

Thousands of professional men with "one-girl" offices will become subject to the New York State Unemployment Insurance Law January 1, 1960.

This results from a change in law extending coverage to all employers who pay wages of $300 or more in any calendar quarter. Liable as of January 1, 1960 will be employers who had payrolls of at least $300 in the October-November-December, 1959 quarter. Employers whose quarterly payrolls reach $300 at a later date will come under the law at that time.

The change will affect the doctor or dentist who employs a receptionist, secretary, nurse or other office assistant, part or full-time. Similarly, any lawyer, architect, optometrist, pharmacist or other professional man with a single employee will also come under the law for the first time in 1960.

Most of these professional men will be automatically notified of their liability through the mail by mid-January. In the event notice is not received, the employer who thinks he may be liable should advise the Unemployment Insurance Accounts Bureau of the Division of Employment in Albany. He will then either be registered or sent forms to complete, clarifying his status under the law.

Generally, the professional man can tell easily whether he has a payroll of $300 or more in any calendar quarter. There are some circumstances, however, where the matter may be in doubt.

For example, in checking to see if he is subject, he should not disregard payments to the person who cleans his office. In most cases, cleaning help are considered employees and their wages are counted for unemployment insurance purposes.

Even when the cleaner works only part-time in the employer's office and does the larger part of her work in his home, the office work cannot be overlooked.

In some other situations, an employee's salary would definitely not be counted toward the $300 criterion. Wages paid to a day student employed in an office after school, Saturdays or summers are not taxable and do not count, for example, because day school students do not receive unemployment insurance protection.

Also, a man's wife or minor child working in his office, is not considered an employee and salary paid under such conditions should not be included in the test of a $300 payroll. However, if the professional man is in partnership or has incorporated his operations, salary paid to a wife or minor child is not distinguished from payments made to other employees.

Very often, two professional men jointly share the services of an employee. Where this happens, the Unemployment Insurance Accounts Bureau should be asked to clarify the status of each.

Once subject to the law, an employer must pay a quarterly tax on his payroll. Payment is due by the end of the month following each calendar quarter. The employer who becomes liable for tax next January 1 must make his first payment for the January-March period by April 30.

The tax is fixed at 2.7 per cent of payroll for at least the first seven quarters an employer is in the system. Thereafter, under an experience rating formula, he may qualify for a lower rate if he has had little or no turnover of personnel.

Tax liability continues until the employer can show that in four consecutive calendar quarters his payroll has been less than $300.

More information on the change in the law and the responsibilities of professional men coming into the system can be obtained from the booklet, Facts for Employers, available on request from the Public Relations Office of the Division of Employment, 500 Eighth Avenue, New York City.
Christ Methodist Church
BUFFALO, NEW YORK
Shelgren and Whitman, Architects

BRICK FOR BEAUTY AND DURABILITY

The ageless beauty of Brick provides warmth and humbleness to the strong clean lines of this building. Brick — with natural beauty to complement the mood of any edifice.

ACME SHALE BRICK CO., INC., BUFFALO, N.Y.
THE BELDEN-STARK BRICK CORPN., NEW YORK CITY
JOHN H. BLACK CO., BUFFALO, N.Y.
BINGHAMTON BRICK CO., INC., BINGHAMTON, N.Y.
BUFFALO BRICK CORP., WEST FALLS, N.Y.

CONSOLIDATED BRICK CO., INC., HORSEHEADS, N.Y.
HUTCHISON-RATHBUN, INC., ROCHESTER, N.Y.
MOHAWK BUILDING MATERIALS, RENSSELAER, N.Y.
PARAGON SUPPLY, INC., SYRACUSE, N.Y.
SYRACUSE BRICK CO., SYRACUSE, N.Y.
WECKESSER BRICK CO., ROCHESTER, N.Y.
L. I. SOCIETY CHAPTER
ARCHITECT DIES

The Officers and Executive Committee announce with regret, the receipt of notice of the passing of Wellington H. Spaulding. The Long Island Society Chapter of the American Institute of Architects is taking this opportunity to express its regrets and deepest sympathy to his family.

NEW YORK SOCIETY ELECTS GINSBERG

The New York Society of Architects has announced the election of Nathan R. Ginsburg as president. He succeeds H. I. Feldman.

Others were chosen as follows: John N. Linn, vice president; Herbert Epstein, treasurer, and John Joseph Carroll, secretary.

The new officers were installed at a dinner Dec. 15 at the New Yorker Hotel. At the same time, State Senator Earl W. Brydges received the Sidney L. Strauss Memorial Award for distinguished service to the architectural profession. The Society is in its fifty-fourth year and is one of the largest independent organizations of its kind in the country.

ROCHESTER FIRM APPOINTS ASSOCIATE

The architectural firm of Barrows, Parks, Morin, Hall & Brennan, Rochester, New York, announces that January 1, 1960, Ronald E. Sattelberg was appointed as an Associate Architect.

Sattelberg is a 1948 graduate of North Tonawanda High School, a 1953 graduate of Pratt Institute, where he received the degree, Bachelor of Architecture, and Cranbrook Academy of Art where he received the degree, Master of Architecture in 1954. He has been with the firm since 1957, and in 1959 was recognized by New York State as a Registered Architect. Sattelberg is an Associate Member of the American Institute of Architects, the Rochester Society of Architects and the American Lutheran Church. Married, he resides at 201 Dickinson Road, West Webster.

PLAN BRONX HIGH SCHOOL

Plans are on the boards for the new Cardinal Spellman High School in the Bronx. The school, designed by Eggers and Higgins, New York City architects, will accommodate 2000 students.

GENERAL TIRE & RUBBER CO.
NAMES REPRESENTATIVE

Gordon A. Stewart has been named sales representative for The General Tire & Rubber Company’s building materials division, covering the Manhattan-Long Island area and New Jersey.

In this position, he will promote the sale of General’s vinyl floor, wall counter and table covering materials which are marketed under the Bolta trade name.

Stewart is a native of Big Rapids, Michigan and a U. S. Navy veteran. He resides with his wife in Pleasantville, New York.

Disability due to accident or illness always happens at an inconvenient time. Provide for that interruption of your earning capacity now.

The New York State Architects Association recommends its Accident and Sickness Insurance Plan underwritten by the Continental Casualty Company, Chicago, Illinois.

In addition to disability benefits it offers hospitalization benefits, miscellaneous hospital expenses and surgical benefits.

All claim benefits will be paid in addition to any other coverage you may have.

All active members under age 60 and their key employees are eligible to apply for consideration, subject to approval by the Continental Casualty Company.

TER BUSH & POWELL, INC.

148 Clinton Street
Schenectady, N.Y.
FRanklin 4-7751

342 Madison Avenue
New York 17, N.Y.
MUrray Hill 2-7895

905 Walbridge Building
Buffalo 2, N.Y.
MAdison 8353
The new officers of the New York State Concrete Masonry Association elected at the annual meeting in New York City are: left to right, President Benjamin H. Palmer, Jr., Southern Tier Concrete Products Co., Alfred; Vice-president, William F. Fagan, Picone Bros., Brooklyn; Secretary, Grant N. Reinhold, Anchor Concrete Products, Inc., Buffalo; Treasurer, Charles Bowen, Bowen Building Block & Supply Co., Binghamton.

Directors are: (not pictured) Alfred L. Cossitt, Cossitt Concrete Products, Inc., Hamilton; Lawrence Dagoztino, Dagoztino Building Blocks, Schenectady; George Hoening, Rappl & Hoening Co., Inc., Rochester; George Kogel, National-Concrete Corp., Long Island City; Frederick W. Reinhold, Anchor Concrete Products, Inc., Buffalo, and Edward Spevak, Smithtown Concrete Products Corp., Smithtown.

VOTERS APPROVE ADDITIONS

Latest word from Valley Stream, Long Island is that plans are moving ahead on additions to four schools. Local voters recently approved a $3.6 million construction program and according to Frederick P. Wiedersum, architect, plans are now in the working drawing stage.

SIX ASSOCIATES APPOINTED

The architectural firm of Voorhees, Walker, Smith, Smith & Haines, announces the appointment of six new associates. Those promoted are, Benjamin Bailyn, John Delavan, Lee Economides, Robert Lundberg, John Loughnane and Allen Nathanson. The appointments became effective January 1, 1960.

UNIQUE WALL COVERING TO PROVIDE PRIVACY

A Detroit apartment developer has hit on an idea that should please prospective tenants from the standpoint of appearance and also those families preferring a degree of privacy usually lacking in multiple living quarters.

To offset the high noise level usually found in today's homes, a multi-cellular 1/4" thick plastic wall and ceiling covering with unique acoustical and decorating qualities has been installed in the Woodward Heights apartments.

Called Curon, this newest scientific development in building materials was installed to provide tenants with those elusive qualities of privacy.

FOUR DISTINCTIVE HAWS FOUNTAINS SMARTLY STYLED IN VITREOUS CHINA

"The Series 60"...refreshing new styling with the durable beauty of gleaming vitreous china, permanently in good taste. All are wall-hung models, based on the same appealing design. Choose the model that best fits your plans...or choose several to complement each other in varied locations. Sanitation? Only HAWS has the exclusive M fountain head...raised, shielded, anti-squirt angle stream. Automatic flow control, too. Get detailed specs from HAWS. Write today.
A New Look At Liability Insurance

Continued from Page 65)

Also, the reconstruction and corrective measures delayed the opening of the alleys for some months and there was a considerable claim for loss of profits. All in all, the final settlement was approximately $19,000 in excess of the deductible amount.

The Professional Liability Committees of A.I.A. and N.S.P.E. were alert to the changing trend and the need for a broad Professional Liability Policy to protect their members. They knew that in response to the need for protection against the increased demands of claimants and their attorneys, the insurance industry has made available to commerce, industry and the legal, dental, medical and other professions, additional forms of Public Liability Insurance designed to provide adequate protection for their requirements under the changing conditions of our economy.

But despite the availability of increased protection to others, there was a complete lack of interest on the part of most companies and underwriters in providing sound and adequate protection for the architectural and engineering professions. As a matter of fact, in the face of mounting losses in all third party liability lines, they were afraid to set sail on this unknown and potentially hazardous sea.

In an attempt to find a solution to this lack of available protection, the A.I.A. has had a Committee exploring the subject of Professional Liability Insurance for the past ten years. The Committee worked with various insurance agents and listened to anyone who wished to give advice or make a proposal.

Four years ago our firm was placed in touch with the A.I.A. Professional Liability Committee and undertook to determine their exact requirements and find an acceptable market for this insurance. Representatives of N.S.P.E. and The Founders Societies also attended our meetings.

Based on our recommendations, the potential markets were surveyed and a questionnaire was circulated to the members of A.I.A. to ascertain their wishes as respects this type of protection. Responses were received from approximately 1500 firms indicating their strong interest in the proposed insurance. An overwhelmingly large percentage of those who replied specifically stated they were interested only in a truly broad form policy. Similar results were obtained from the same questionnaire sent to members of N.S.P.E.

With this mandate from the membership, our firm, in cooperation with the Committee, set about to develop a policy form which would provide the maximum protection for the architectural and engineering professions. We made deletions and required additions to the policy submitted by the underwriters so that it would conform to the desires and customs of the professions. Thus, when the new policy was finally written, it accurately reflected the wishes of the Committee and, in many parts, the wording suggested by the Committee.

This new policy, written by the Continental Casualty Company of Chicago, Illinois, provides the finest and most complete coverage ever available for Architects' and Engineers' Professional Errors, Omissions and Acts. Other policies lack one or more items of protection provided by this policy. Some restrict coverage to accident only — others provide fairly broad coverage, but lack local service facilities, or are not legally available in many states. In others, the expenses of defense are subject to the deductible provision.

The policy pays all costs of defense and supplementary payments, in addition to the policy limit. In other words, if you have a $100,000 limit, the insurer pays up to that amount, and in addition, the costs of defense, court costs, etc. These can be quite substantial especially where appeals are taken. Thus, if you are unjustly sued and win your appeal, our policy will pay all your legal expenses and court costs whereas under the other forms you might have to stand these expenses yourself, or at least pay the "deductible amount."

Another outstanding feature of the policy is the availability of fully retroactive coverage. This means that, if you choose Form B the policy will cover all the work you have done before you took out the policy, back to the date when you started to practice, provided the error, omission or act is discovered and claim is made during the policy period. This protection was not available until the new policy was developed, and was one of the main requirements insisted upon by the A.I.A. Committee.

Other important extensions of coverage are:

The policy provides coverage for the architect and/or engineer, not only for his own professional errors, omissions and acts, but also for the professional errors, omissions and acts of all others for whom he may be legally liable in the conduct of his practice. This would include not only other architectural or engineering firms employed to do certain work, but also any other person for whose professional acts he might be held legally liable.

An arbitration option is included to make possible settlement of claims by arbitration in accordance with established procedures of The American Institute of Architects, that is, A.I.A. Document 305, or with the Rules of the American Arbitration Association.

To quote the A.I.A. Memo of April 22, 1957—"This policy is the only one which is recommended by the Board of Directors and the Institute's Committee on Errors and Omissions. The Committee worked with Schinnerer & Company for two years in developing this policy and wrote into it the Committee's own terms, thus developing a 'tailor made' policy for the profession."

Of course, there are those who will say that the professional man by ability and diligence should avoid the possibility of legal action for errors, mistakes and omissions. While this viewpoint has much merit, it has become increasingly apparent that the complexities of our modern society have imposed the obligation of self protection on us—not a theory.

Under our system of government by laws, and not by men, the time may come to all of us when, however right we may think we are, we may be required to defend ourselves in a court of law because some one legally forces us to prove we are right.

If that time comes, we can either defend ourselves, or provide ourselves with the means of defense. The newly developed policy provides this defense, and, in addition, will pay the damages up to the policy limit, if the jury rules against us.

For the first time, Broad Form Errors and Omissions Insurance is available to the architectural and engineering professions, in an American company licensed to do business in all fifty states of the U. S. A., and
Our Common Problems
(Continued from Page 50)

Contractors often complain that specifications are written in a one-sided fashion. For example, an architect's specifications call for payment when a given set of requirements is met by the general contractor. And yet, when these requirements are met, payment is not forthcoming. The contractor feels that the owner, in such cases, is drawing interest on monies the property of the general contractor. Many contractors protest the practice of occupying a premises prior to final completion and final payment, primarily because responsibility for injuries and breakdown normally falls on the shoulders of the general contractor. The practice of calling for bids on thirty or more alternates is becoming more prevalent. And finally, and perhaps most important, some architects are requiring general contractors to list subcontractors and their figures on submission of a bid. This is, in the words of several, an attempt to correct "bid shopping" practices. Parenthetically, I might quote the words of one of the larger contractors in the State of New York:

"It takes two to tango." And this remark, which is not intended to be facetious, but rather, realistic, brings me to one of the most important subjects under consideration by the general contractors. We have no illusions concerning the chaotic condition of our industry. We as general contractors, are attempting to bring order out of that chaos, as are the members of The New York State Association of Architects. We have debated the merits of rigid ethical codes versus permissive codes and have made up our collective mind to risk not the perils of a Volstead Act, but rather to set up standards which are acceptable to all in the industry. Fail-

In conclusion, it is obvious that the general contractor desires a closer, more cooperative relationship with the architectural profession. It is obvious that he desires a platform from which to air his grievances. It is also clear that architects in general have complaints against our industry. For these reasons, we suggest that regular meetings of our two Associations will have the effect of throwing more light and less heat on our common problems. You are assembled here in convention. It is here that you can make the decision on our two proposals. The General Building Contractors of New York State stands ready to implement these proposals through cooperative action with your Association. Thank you very much for the opportunity afforded the general contractor to speak before you.
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The finest you can specify for any home

Your clients will thank you for specifying these two attractive fixtures by Case: the industry's first concave lavatory plus the one-piece water closet famous for its whispering flush.

The Case Wellington* Three Hundred Concave Lavatory is the most wanted because it's the first really comfortable lavatory ever made for men and women. Gracefully curved for comfort and unusual beauty. Extra-spacious, wide, flat deck. Shown with art designed black and gold rustproofed wrought iron legs and non-slip towel bars all in one piece. (Chrome legs also available).

Contractors know the Famous Case Non-Overflow (Safety Feature) One-Piece** Water Closet and its winning features: non-overflow bowl; safeguarding anti-syphon ball cock; pressurized cleansing rim flush; large water area; healthful seat height; time tested, with streamlined design in 49 colors and black and white. Write for illustrated catalog.

*Patent Pending
**Patented

CASE MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
247 Delaware Avenue, Buffalo 2, New York
Standard concrete masonry units were used to give this pleasing effect in an office in Schenectady.

Still another pattern is achieved through the use of standard concrete masonry block in this Schenectady office. The rich texture and the sound absorption qualities of block make it a pleasant office in which to work.

Ornamental block produce strikingly unusual visual effects with a practical efficiency that delights the eye. Concrete Masonry Units Manufactured by Dogostino Building Blocks Schenectady.

The wonderful world of BLOCK!

The bright, new world of concrete masonry is one of imagination, warmth and beauty—full of intriguing ideas to give new structures color and distinction, inside and out.

There was never a building material like block, combining beauty, proof against fire and vermin, sound absorption, and the economy of the lowest "in place" cost in building. Ask your local NYSCMA member to show you modern masonry.

NEW YORK STATE Concrete Masonry ASSOCIATION, INC.

HEADQUARTERS OFFICE: 1 NIAGARA SQUARE, BUFFALO 2, N.Y.

Copyright 1960 New York State Concrete Masonry Association, Inc., Buffalo, N. Y.
A ceiling of unglazed ceramic tile in varying shades of blue adds majestic beauty to this lovely chapel in Notre Dame University's new Moreau Seminary. Note how the tiles are color-blended to create an effect of light and loftiness above the altar. This imaginative tile treatment testifies dramatically to the rich decorative possibilities of American Olean ceramic tile. Permanence and economy of maintenance are among the many other advantages that tile offers in churches—as well as in other buildings.